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ABSTRACT
Searches on large graphs are heavily memory latency bound,
as a result of many high latency DRAM accesses. Due to
the highly irregular nature of the access patterns involved,
caches and prefetchers, both hardware and software, perform
poorly on graph workloads. This leads to CPU stalling for
the majority of the time. However, in many cases the data
access pattern is well defined and predictable in advance,
many falling into a small set of simple patterns. Although
existing implicit prefetchers cannot bring significant benefit,
a prefetcher armed with knowledge of the data structures
and access patterns could accurately anticipate applications’
traversals to bring in the appropriate data.
This paper presents a design of an explicitly configured
prefetcher to improve performance for breadth-first searches
and sequential iteration on the efficient and commonly-used
compressed sparse row graph format. By snooping L1 cache
accesses from the core and reacting to data returned from its
own prefetches, the prefetcher can schedule timely loads of
data in advance of the application needing it. For a range of
applications and graph sizes, our prefetcher achieves average
speedups of 2.3×, and up to 3.3×, with little impact on
memory bandwidth requirements.
CCS Concepts
•Computer systems organization → Special purpose
systems;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many modern workloads are heavily memory latency
bound, due to the von Neumann bottleneck in conventional
multiprocessors. This is especially true for graph work-
loads [1, 34], which require vast amounts of data to be
fetched from high latency main memory.
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Graph computation is employed in a wide variety of disci-
plines, for example routing, network analysis, web crawling,
bioinformatics, marketing and social media analysis [14, 32],
where the aim is to extract meaningful measurements from
real-world “Big Data” to make judgments about the systems
they are based on [39]. Analysing the vast amounts of data
contained in these graphs is highly time consuming, difficult
to parallelise and requires data-dependent traversal meth-
ods [34], making these workloads extremely inefficient using
current computation paradigms.
A common way to improve throughput for memory-bound
workloads is prefetching, where hardware learns the access
patterns of computation kernels, and predicts future ac-
cesses, issuing them before the data is requested so that
the data is in the low latency, high throughput cache when
required. However, since graph access patterns tend to
be data-dependent and non-sequential, current hardware
prefetchers perform very poorly; stride prefetchers are un-
able to follow the data-dependent access patterns [12], those
that correlate sequences of visited addresses suffer from both
a large storage cost and an inability to improve non-repeated
computation [12], and pointer fetchers [6] are unable to tar-
get indirect array accesses. Similarly, frameworks such as
MapReduce are inefficient for graph workloads as they aren’t
inherently embarrassingly parallel, and require many itera-
tions, resulting in significant overheads [30, 27].
However, despite existing hardware’s inability to implic-
itly find structure within accesses, in common graph work-
loads the data access pattern is typically well defined and
predictable in advance: a great deal of computations fall
into simple patterns such as breadth-, depth-, and best-first
search [34]. Although implicit prefetchers, such as those
used to pick up stride accesses on conventional microproces-
sors, cannot aid these workloads, their performance could be
improved through the use of an explicit prefetcher, which is
armed with knowledge of the data structures being used and
the traversals being performed. Using this information, the
prefetcher could anticipate the data required by the appli-
cation in the near future and, crucially, know where to look
for it. Further, it obviates the need to learn access patterns,
resulting in less state to maintain and earlier prefetching
decisions.
This paper presents a hardware prefetcher for breadth-
first searches on graphs stored as compressed sparse row
structures. Breadth-first search is a highly common compute
kernel used in social media analysis [32], web crawling [33,
40], model checking [3] and many other fields, as it can be
used as the basis of a large number of algorithms [34]. Com-
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Figure 1: A compressed sparse row format graph and
breadth-first search on it.
1 Queue workList = {startNode}
2 Array visited[startNode] = true
3 while worklist 6= ∅ do
4 Node N = workList.dequeue()
5 foreach Edge E ∈ N do
6 if visited[E.to] is false then
7 workList.enqueue(E.to)
8 visited[E.to] = true
9 end
10 end
11 end
Algorithm 1: Breadth-first search.
pressed sparse row format is the de facto standard represen-
tation of sparse graphs for high-performance compute due to
its highly efficient storage format: most current work on high
performance breadth-first search also focuses on this [34,
32]. Although other representations (such as GraphLab [26])
have good distribution properties, they perform more poorly
due to additional overheads, such as data duplication [30].
We introduce a prefetcher that snoops reads of an in-
memory queue to calculate and schedule highly accurate
and timely loads of edge and vertex information into the L1
cache. For computation based around breadth-first search
on compressed sparse row format graphs, our prefetcher
achieves average speedups of 2.3×, and up to 3.3×, across
a range of applications and graph sizes. We also extend the
prefetcher for sequential iteration on such graphs, as used
in PageRank [35], which achieves average speedups of 2.4×
and up to 3.2×.
2. BACKGROUND
Compressed sparse row (CSR) data structures are an effi-
cient sparse matrix representation that are commonly used
for in-memory sparse graphs [1, 34] due to their compact na-
ture. They can be used to store adjacency information for
graphs by using two arrays: the edge list, which stores the
non-zero elements of the adjacency matrix as a one dimen-
sional array; and the vertex list, which contains the start
edge list array index for each vertex. An example graph is
shown in figure 1(a); the CSR format vertex list and edge
list are shown in figure 1(b). Note that the CSR structures
contain indices, not pointers, into the data arrays.
2.1 Breadth-First Search
Breadth-first search is a common access pattern in graph
workloads: it can be used as a basic computation kernel to
perform unweighted distance calculations, connected com-
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Figure 2: Core stall rate and L1 cache read miss rate for
Graph 500 search. Loads from the edge and visited lists
account for 94% of the misses.
ponents [34], maximum flows via the Edmonds-Karp algo-
rithm [11], optimal decision tree walking in AI [7], between-
ness centrality [5], and many other algorithms. More re-
cently, the concept has been applied to very large graphs as
a kernel within many sub-linear algorithms, that only oper-
ate on a small fraction of the input data [37].
An overview of breadth-first search is shown in algorithm 1
and an example of one iteration of the outer loop shown in
figure 1(b). From the starting vertex, computation moves
through the graph adding vertices to a FIFO work list queue
(implemented as an array) in the order observed via the
edges out of each node. For example, stating at vertex 5 in
figure 1(a), nodes are visited for breadth-first search in the
order 5, 4, 1, 2, 3, 7, 0, 6.
2.2 Stalling Behavior
The main issue with breadth-first search is that there is
no temporal or spatial locality in accesses to the vertex list,
and only locality in edge list accesses for a single vertex,
meaning that graphs larger than the last-level cache get lit-
tle benefit from caching. Figure 2(a) shows that the Graph
500 search benchmark [32], running on an Intel Core i5 4570
processor, experiences stall rates approaching 90%, increas-
ing with graph size.1 This is due to L1 cache misses ap-
proaching 50%, as can be seen in figure 2(b). Figure 2(c)
shows the breakdown of the extra time spent dealing with
misses for different types of data, using gem5 for the same
benchmark with scale 16 and edge factor 10. The majority
of additional time is due to edge list misses (69%), because
the edge list is twenty times larger than the vertex list. In
addition, the array that records whether each vertex has
been visited or not is also a significant source of miss time
(25%). Although this is the same size as the vertex list, it
is accessed frequently (once for each edge into a vertex) in
a seemingly random order.
2.3 Conventional Prefetching Techniques
Stride Prefetching In today’s conventional commodity
processors, stride-based prefetchers generally pervade [42].
These prefetchers work well for sequential accesses through
arrays and matrices, but for irregular, data-dependent access
1Section 4 gives more detail on benchmarks, graphs and
experimental setup.
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Figure 3: Hardware and software prefetching on Graph 500
search with scale 21, edge factor 10.
patterns, as in breadth-first search, these stride patterns do
not appear.
Figure 3(a) shows the impact of existing prefetchers on
the Graph 500 search benchmark on a Core i5 4570. L2
prefetchers, which consist of two distinct prefetchers, bring
almost no benefit, and all combined bring only 17% improve-
ment. The largest contribution is from the L1 data cache’s
DCU IP prefetcher, which prefetches based on sequential
load history and the instruction pointer. This increases per-
formance by 12%, most likely from prefetching edge list data
that is stored contiguously for each vertex.
Software Prefetching In contrast to hardware techniques,
software prefetch instruction can be inserted into the code
when the programmer can give an indication of the most
critical data. Figure 4 shows in detail the data that is prof-
itably prefetched in software. Since prefetches cannot use
the results of a prior prefetch, any loads to obtain data
require stalling; i.e.; to software prefetch the visited list,
we must issue real loads from the work, vertex and edge
lists, causing stalls. Therefore there is a trade-off between
prefetching information close to the work list to reduce loads
(e.g., the vertex list) and the larger amount of information
further away, (e.g., the visited list).
Although we wish to prefetch every edge for each vertex,
this results in too many additional instructions, swamping
the benefits. In addition, we cannot efficiently analyse the
prefetch distance in software, meaning we must use a fixed
distance even though the workload characteristics change
throughout execution. Combined, these limitations mean
that the best strategy was to add software prefetch between
lines 4 and 5 in algorithm 1, to fetch in the first two cache
lines containing edge list information for a vertex at an offset
of 4 on the work list. Varying offsets and the number of cache
lines prefetched gave no additional increase in performance,
and attempting to prefetch other data structures in advance,
such as the vertex list and work list, reduced performance.
Combining prefetchers, in figure 3(b), shows that over 35%
performance improvement can be achieved through software
prefetch of the edge list for future vertices, but this still
leaves significant performance on the table: the processor is
still stalled 80% of the time at this graph scale.
2.4 Opportunity
Although breadth-first searches currently have poor per-
formance due to high L1 cache miss rates, and existing
prefetchers are unable to bring significant benefit, the nature
of the search algorithm does lend itself to a different type of
prefetching. A key feature that distinguishes breadth-first
searches from many other data-dependent traversals is that
the nodes to be visited are generally known a great deal
of time in advance [34]: upon each visit to a node we add
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Figure 4: Loads as a result of visiting a node in a breadth
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with any observable benefit are shown with dark shading.
its neighbors to a FIFO queue. This known order can be
exploited by a prefetcher with knowledge of the traversal.
However, to determine the addresses to load requires mul-
tiple loads of values itself, making the prefetcher non-trivial.
For example, the first neighbor of a node, n, in the work
list, is obtained by first loading n from the work list, then
using the result to index into the vertex list, and finally
using this data to index into the edge list. This requires
three load requests and a number of address calculations
(array-base + index ×data-size). Thus a prefetcher needs to
be able to deal with this inherent complexity, and be able
to use data loaded from addresses in memory.
3. A GRAPH PREFETCHER
We present a prefetcher for traversals of graphs in CSR
format, which snoops loads to the cache made by both the
CPU and the prefetcher itself to drive new prefetch requests.
Figure 5 gives an overview of the system, which sits alongside
the L1. Although it is more common to target the L2 cache,
prefetching into the L1 provides the best opportunity for
miss-latency reduction, and modern cores include prefetch-
ers at both the L1 and L2 levels [42]. The prefetcher also
has a direct connection from the CPU to enable configura-
tion, and another to the DTLB to enable address transla-
tion, since our prefetcher works on virtual addresses. Virtual
address prefetchers have been proposed previously [43] and
implemented in the Itanium 2 on the instruction side [29].
As described in section 2.2, the majority of the benefits
come from prefetching the edge and visited lists. However,
these are accessed using the work list and vertex list. There-
fore, the prefetcher is configured with the address bounds of
all four of these structures (needed so that it can calculate
addresses from indices), and prefetches issued for each, so a
side effect of bringing in the data we care most about is that
we also prefetch work list and vertex list information.
3.1 Basic Operation
When the application thread is processing vertex n from
the work list, we need to prefetch data for vertex n + o,
where o is an offset representing the distance ahead that
we wish to fetch, based on our expected ratio of fetch versus
traversal latencies. Section 3.2 gives more information about
the calculation of o. To prefetch all information related to
the search, the prefetcher needs to perform a fetch of
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Figure 5: A graph prefetcher, configured with in-memory data structures, to which it snoops accesses.
Vertex-Offset Mode
Observation Action
Load from workList[n] Prefetch workList[n+o]
Prefetch vid = workList[n] Prefetch vertexList[vid]
Prefetch from vertexList[vid] Prefetch edgeList[vertexList[vid]] to
edgeList[vertexList[vid+1]] (12 lines max)
Prefetch vid = edgeList[eid] Prefetch visited[vid]
Large-Vertex Mode
Observation Action
Prefetch vid = workList[n] Prefetch vertexList[vid]
Prefetch eid = vertexList[vid] Prefetch edgeList[eid] to
edgeList[eid + 8*lineSize - 1]
Load from edgeList[eid] where
(eid % (4*lineSize)) == 0
Prefetch edgeList[eid + 4*lineSize] to
edgeList[eid + 8*lineSize - 1]
Prefetch vid = edgeList[eid] Prefetch visited[vid]
Prefetch edgeList[vertexList[vid+1]] Prefetch workList[n+1]
Table 1: Actions taken by the prefetcher in response to observations on L1 activity.
for all edges out of this node. Prefetching the first data,
workList[n+o], gives the vertex ID, v, of the node and
vertexList[v] brings in the start edge index. The end edge
index (vertexList[v+1]) is usually in the same cache line;
if not then we estimate that there will be two cache lines
of edge data for the vertex. For each edge, e, prefetching
edgeList[e] gives the node ID of a neighbouring vertex to
v, which is also the index into the visited list.
The prefetcher snoops L1 accesses by the core. Observa-
tion of an access to workList[n] triggers a chain of depen-
dent prefetches for node v, starting with the generation of
a prefetch to workList[n+o], which the L1 issues when an
MSHR is available. The prefetcher snoops the memory bus
and detects the return of the data, which it copies. It can
then calculate the address in the vertex list to access, and
issue a prefetch for that. Similar actions are performed to
generate prefetches for the edge and visited lists.
3.2 Scheduling Prefetches
The key questions with any prefetcher are what to prefetch
and when. In the ideal case, we prefetch all the information
for the node at offset o from the current node on the work list
using equation 1, where work list time is the average time
between processing nodes on the work list and data time
is the average time to fetch in data required by a single
vertex. In other words, all the data for node n + o on the
work list will arrive in the cache just in time for it to be
required. This technique was proposed by Mowry et al. [31]
to set prefetch distances in a static compiler pass. Here we
provide a dynamic implementation to make use of runtime
data.
o ∗ work list time = data time (1)
Since work list time and data time can vary wildly both
between and within applications, depending on the num-
ber of edges out of each node in the graph, we use expo-
nentially weighted moving averages (EWMAs) to estimate
their values for any given point in time. Equation 2 gives
the generalised EWMA equation. We use α = 8 to estimate
work list time and α = 16 to estimate data time, which
is more heavily dampened to avoid chance edges in the L2
from reducing the estimate too dramatically. We evaluate
the impact of altering α in section 5.
avg timenew =
new time + (α− 1)avg timeold
α
(2)
The EWMA approach works well for graphs of different
sizes, as well as those with a highly-variable number of edges
per vertex. Due to the bias of breadth-first search [20], a
search is more likely to visit larger vertices first and smaller
ones towards the end, and thus the search proceeds in phases.
Vertex-Offset Mode When data time > work list time
Structure Configuration
Core 3-Wide, out-of-order, 3.2GHz
ROB 40 Entries
L/S Queues 16 / 16 Entries
Issue Queue 32 Entries
Registers 128 Int, 128 FP
ALUs 3 Int, 2 FP, 1 Mult/Div
Branch Pred. Tournament with 2048-entry local,
8192-entry global, 2048-entry chooser,
2048-entry BTB, 16-entry RAS
L1 TLB 64 entry, fully associative
L2 TLB 4096 entry, 8-way assoc, 8-cycle hit lat
Page Table Walker 3 simultaneous walks
L1 Caches 32kB, 2-way, 2-cycle hit lat, 12 MSHRs
L2 Cache 1MB, 16-way, 12-cycle hit lat, 16 MSHRs
Memory DDR3-1600 11-11-11-28 800MHz
Prefetcher 200-entry queue, BFS prefetcher
Operating System Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Table 2: Core and memory experimental setup.
then we use equation 3 to prefetch at an offset from the
current node on the work list, where k is a multiplicative
constant to mitigate the fact that an average always under-
estimates the maximum time to fetch (2 in our simulations),
and also to bias the timeliness of the prefetcher to make it
more conservative, ensuring data arrives in the cache before
it is requested.
o = 1 +
k ∗ data time
work list time
(3)
The vertex-offset mode is used when prefetching all infor-
mation for a node on the work list takes more time than the
application takes to process each node. In this situation we
need to start prefetches for several vertices in advance, in
order to ensure the data is in the cache when the program
wants to use it.
Large-Vertex Mode On the other hand, when data time <
work list time, then each vertex takes longer to process than
the time to load in all data for the next. Prefetching at a
simple offset of 1 from the work list runs the risk of bring-
ing data into the L1 that gets evicted before it is used. In
this case we enter large-vertex mode, where we base our
prefetches on the progress of computation through the cur-
rent vertex’s edges. As we know the range of edge list indices
required, we prefetch 21 cache lines’ worth of data, followed
by prefetches of stride size 14 upon read observation. In
other words, we continually prefetch
firstLine = edgeList[idx + 14*lineSize]
where idx is the current edge list index being processed, and
lineSize is the size of a cache line. This means we have a
constant, small fetch distance in these situations.
We schedule a fetch for the next vertex in the work list
when we are four cache lines away from the end of the cur-
rent vertex’s edge list. Although we could use a variable
distance based on past history, this access pattern involves
comparatively few cache lines at once, so we can afford to
be conservative, targeting the case where little work is done
between edges, and all other cases will be adequately accom-
modated as a result.
3.3 Implementation
Given the two modes of operation described in section 3.2,
the prefetcher can be implemented as several finite state ma-
chines that react to activity in the L1 cache that it snoops.
Table 1 shows the events that the prefetcher observes, along
with the actions it takes in response.
Configuration Unfortunately it is too complex for the
prefetcher to learn the address bounds of each list in mem-
ory, therefore the application must explicitly specify these as
a configuration step prior to traversing the graph. Although
this requires a recompilation to make use of the prefetcher,
functionality can be hidden in a library call and for high per-
formance applications this is unlikely to be a major hurdle.
Operation Whenever an address from a load or prefetch is
observed, it is compared to each of the ranges to determine
whether it is providing data from one of the lists. If so, then
an appropriate prefetch can be issued to bring in more data
that will be used in the future. For example, when in vertex-
offset mode, a load from the work list kicks off prefetching
data for a later vertex on the work list using the offset cal-
culated in section 3.2. On the other hand, observation of a
prefetch from the work list means that the prefetcher can
read the data and proceed to prefetch from the vertex list.
The prefetcher assumes that consecutive values in the ver-
tex list are available in the same cache line, which greatly
reduces the complexity of the state machine as it never needs
to calculate on data from multiple cache lines at the same
time. The downside is that it reduces the capability of the
prefetcher in cases where the start and end index of a vertex
actually are in different cache lines. In these cases we as-
sume all edge list information will be contained in two cache
lines and, if we’re in large-vertex mode, then we correct this
information once the true value has been loaded in by the
application itself.
3.4 Hardware Requirements
Our prefetcher consists of 5 structures, as shown in fig-
ure 5a. Snooped addresses and prefetched data from the
L1 cache are processed by the address filter. This uses the
address bounds registers to determine which data structure
the access belongs to, or to avoid prefetching based on L1
accesses to memory outside these structures. We require
8 64-bit registers to store the bounds of the 4 lists when
traversing a CSR graph.
Accesses that pass the address filter move into the prefetch
address generator. This contains 2 adders to generate up to
two new addresses to prefetch, based on the rules shown in
table 1. In addition, for prefetches to the work list, it reads
the values of the three registers from within the EWMA
unit. The output is up to two prefetch addresses which are
written into the prefetch request queue.
Alongside the three registers (two EMWAs and one ra-
tio), the EMWA unit contains logic for updating them. The
EWMAs are efficient to implement [8], requiring an adder
and a multiplier each, and can sample accesses to the lists
to estimate their latencies. The ratio register requires a di-
vider, but as this is updated infrequently it need not be high
performance.
In total, the prefetcher requires just over 1.6KB of storage
(200 × 64-bit prefetch request queue entries and 11 times
64-bit registers), 4 adders, 2 multipliers and a divider. This
compares favorably to stride prefetchers (typically 1KB
storage) and history-based prefetchers, such as Markov [15],
which require large stores (32KB to MBs[12]) of past infor-
mation to predict the future.
Benchmark Source Name
Connected components Graph 500 CC
Search Graph 500 Search
Breadth-first search Boost graph library BFS
Betweenness centrality Boost graph library BC
ST connectivity Boost graph library ST
PageRank Boost graph library PR
Sequential colouring Boost graph library SC
Table 3: Benchmarks.
3.5 Generalised Prefetching
While our prefetcher has been designed to accelerate se-
quential breadth-first search, it can also be used for a parallel
search or other traversals on CSR graphs.
Parallel Breadth-First Search For graphs with many
edges and low diameters, it may be beneficial to parallelise
the whole breadth-first search on multiple cores [24]. This
exchanges the FIFO queue assumed above for a bag, where
multiple threads can access different areas of the structure,
which are conceptually smaller queues. Our prefetcher works
without modification because each individual thread still
reads from the bag with a sequential pattern. Therefore we
can have multiple cores with multiple prefetchers accessing
the same data structure. With multiple threads on a single
core, we simply use separate EWMAs to predict per-thread
queue access times.
Sequential Iteration Prefetching Another common ac-
cess pattern for graphs is sequential movement through the
vertex and edge data, typically for iterative calculations such
as PageRank [35]. For the actual access of the edge and
vertex information, a traditional stride prefetcher will work
well, however such workloads typically read from a data
structure indexed by the vertex value of each edge, which
is a frequent, data-dependent, irregular access where a stride
prefetcher cannot improve performance. Our prefetcher views
this as the same problem as fetching the visited list for
breadth-first searches. By reacting to edge list reads in-
stead of work list reads, we can load in the vertex-indexed
“visited-like” data at a given offset. This results in the same
strategy described for the large-vertex mode.
Other Access Patterns More generally, a similar tech-
nique can be used for other data formats and access patterns.
The prefetcher relies on inferring progress through a compu-
tation by snooping accesses to preconfigured data structures,
a technique that can be easily applied to other traversals.
For example, a best-first search could be prefetched by ob-
serving loads to a binary heap array, and prefetching the
first N elements of the heap on each access.
For different access patterns (e.g., array lookups based
on hashes of the accessed data [18]), hardware such as the
prefetch address queue, which isn’t traversal specific, could
be shared between similar prefetchers, with only the address
generation logic differing. This means that many access pat-
terns could be prefetched with a small amount of hardware.
3.6 Summary
We have presented a prefetcher for traversals of graphs in
CSR format. The prefetcher is configured with the address
bounds for the graph data structures and operates in two
modes to prefetch information in reaction to L1 accesses by
the core. Our prefetcher is designed to avoid explicitly stat-
Graph Nodes Edges Size Field
s16e10 65,536 1,310,720 10MB Synthetic
s19e5 524,288 5,242,880 44MB Synthetic
s19e10 524,288 10,485,760 84MB Synthetic
s19e15 524,288 15,728,640 124MB Synthetic
s21e10 4,194,304 83,886,080 672MB Synthetic
amazon0302 262,111 1,234,877 11MB Co-purchase
web-Google 875,713 5,105,039 46MB Web graphs
roadNet-CA 1,965,206 5,533,214 57MB Roads
Table 4: Synthetic and real-world input graphs.
ing which vertex traversal starts from. This information is
inferred from reads of the lists: we assume that at any point
we read the work list, we are likely to read successive ele-
ments. This makes the prefetcher both more resilient against
temporary changes in access pattern, and also increases its
generality: it can also accelerate algorithms which aren’t
pure breadth-first searches, such as ST connectivity.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate our prefetcher we modelled the system using
the gem5 simulator [4] in full system mode with the setup
given in table 2 and the ARMv8 64-bit instruction set. Our
applications are derived from existing benchmarks and li-
braries for graph traversal, using a range of graph sizes and
characteristics. We simulate the core breadth-first search
based kernels of each benchmark, skipping the graph con-
struction phase.
Our first benchmark is from the Graph 500 community [32].
We used their Kronecker graph generator for both the stan-
dard Graph 500 search benchmark and a connected compo-
nents calculation. The Graph 500 benchmark is designed
to represent data analytics workloads, such as 3D physics
simulation. Standard inputs are too long to simulate, so we
create smaller graphs with scales from 16 to 21 and edge
factors from 5 to 15 (for comparison, the Graph 500 “toy”
input has scale 26 and edge factor 16).
Our prefetcher is most easily incorporated into libraries
that implement graph traversal for CSR graphs. To this
end, we use the Boost Graph Library (BGL) [41], a C++
templated library supporting many graph-based algorithms
and graph data structures. To support our prefetcher, we
added configuration instructions on constructors for CSR
data structures, circular buffer queues (serving as the work
list) and colour vectors (serving as the visited list). This
means that any algorithm incorporating breadth-first searches
on CSR graphs gains the benefits of our prefetcher without
further modification. We evaluate breadth-first search, be-
tweenness centrality and ST connectivity which all traverse
graphs in this manner. To evaluate our extensions for se-
quential access prefetching (section 3.5) we use PageRank
and sequential colouring.
Inputs to the BGL algorithms are a set of real world
graphs obtained from the SNAP dataset [25] chosen to rep-
resent a variety of sizes and disciplines, as shown in table 4.
All are smaller than what we might expect to be processing
in a real system, to enable complete simulation in a realistic
time-frame, but as figure 2(a) shows, since stall rates go up
for larger data structures, we expect the improvements we
attain in simulation to be conservative when compared with
real-world use cases.
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Figure 6: Speedups for our hardware graph prefetcher against stride and stride-indirect schemes.
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Figure 7: Hit rates in the L1 cache with and without
prefetching.
5. EVALUATION
We first evaluate our prefetcher on breadth-first-search-
based applications and analyse the results. Then we move
on to algorithms that perform sequential access through data
structures, and parallel breadth-first search.
5.1 Performance
Our hardware prefetcher brings average speedups of 2.8×
on Graph 500 and 1.8× on BGL algorithms. Figure 6 shows
the performance of the breadth-first search (BFS) hardware
prefetcher against the best stride scheme under simulation,
and a stride-indirect scheme as suggested by Yu et al. [44],
which strides on the edge list into the visited list. Stride
prefetching performs poorly, obtaining an average of 1.1×.
Stride-indirect performs only slightly better with an average
of 1.2×, as breadth first searches do not exhibit this pat-
tern significantly, causing a large number of unused memory
accesses. For comparison, under the same simulation con-
ditions, augmenting binaries with software prefetching gave
speedups of no more than 1.1×.
Our hardware prefetcher increases performance by over
2× across the board for Graph 500. In the BGL algorithms,
basic breadth-first searches perform comparably to Graph
500’s search, but betweenness centrality achieves a much
smaller performance increase, averaging 20%, due to signif-
icantly more calculation and non-breadth-first-search data
accesses. In fact, the Boost betweenness centrality code in-
volves data-dependent accesses to various queue structures
and dependency metrics, which are only accessed on some
edge visits and are not possible to prefetch accurately. This
algorithm also accesses two data structures indexed by the
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Figure 8: Percentage of additional memory accesses as a
result of using our prefetcher.
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Figure 9: Rates of prefetched cache lines that are used
before leaving the L1 cache.
edge value: the visited list, and also a distance vector. For
evaluation, we implemented an extension for the prefetcher
to set two “visited” lists, allowing both to be prefetched,
improving on average by an extra 5%.
Around 20% of our benefit comes from prefetching TLB
entries; due to the heavily irregular data accesses observed,
and the large data size, many pages are in active use at
once. However, by virtue of prefetching these entries when
performing prefetching of the data itself, these entries should
be in the L2 TLB when the main thread reaches a given load,
avoiding stalls on table walks.
5.2 Analysis
We now analyse the effect of our prefetcher on the system,
considering the changes in L1 hit rates, memory accesses and
utilisation of prefetched data, shown in figures 7 to 9.
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Figure 10: The proportion of speedup from prefetching
each data structure within the breadth first search.
L1 Cache Read Hit Rates Our hardware prefetcher
boosts L1 hit rates, and even small increases can result in
large performance gains. In Graph 500 benchmarks, the
baseline hit rates are mostly under 40% and these increase
to over 80%. However, in BGL algorithms, baseline hit rates
are already high at 80% or more, due to a large number of
register spills. These result in loads to addresses that are
still in the L1 cache, which are relatively unimportant in the
overall run time of the program. Our prefetcher increases
the hit rate marginally, but crucially these additional hits
are to time-sensitive data from the edge and visited lists,
resulting in significant speedups.
Memory Accesses If a prefetcher fetches too much in-
correct data from main memory, then a potentially severe
inefficiency comes about in terms of power usage. To this
end, any prefetcher targeting the reduction of energy usage
by reducing stalls needs to keep such fetches to a minimum.
Figure 8 shows the percentage increase in memory bytes ac-
cessed from main memory for each of the benchmarks and
graphs we tested. The average is 9%, which translates into
150MB/s (or approximately 3 cache lines every 4,000 cy-
cles) extra data being fetched. Betweenness Centrality on
the web input suffers from the most extra accesses: as it has
very low locality and a small number of edges per vertex,
the assumption that we will access every edge in a loaded
cache line shortly after loading is incorrect. Indeed, this
input receives only minor benefit from prefetching visited
information, as can be seen in figure 10; without visited
prefetching we gain 1.24× for 2% extra memory accesses.
L1 Prefetch Utilisation Figure 9 shows the proportion
of prefetches that are used before eviction from the L1 cache.
These values are more dependent on timeliness than the
number of extra memory accesses: for a prefetched cache
line to be read from the L1 it needs to be fetched a short
time beforehand. However, even when prefetched data is
evicted from the L1 before being used, we still gain the ben-
efits of having it in the L2 cache instead of main memory.
The vast majority of prefetched cache lines are read at
least once from the L1 for most test cases. A notable ex-
ception is the web input for BGL algorithms, where around
half of prefetches aren’t used before being evicted from the
L1. Still, significant performance improvement is observed
for this input; the prefetcher’s fetches stay in the L2 and im-
prove performance through avoiding main memory accesses.
Breakdown of Speedup Figure 10 characterises where
performance improvement is being observed from within each
benchmark. The Graph 500 based benchmarks gain signifi-
cantly more speedup from visited information than the BGL
based algorithms do: this is because Graph 500 stores 64 bit
information per vertex (the parent vertex and the compo-
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Figure 11: Speedup relative to 1 core with a parallel imple-
mentation of Graph500 search with scale 21, edge factor
10 using OpenMP.
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running PageRank and Sequential Colouring.
nent, for search and connected components respectively),
whereas the Boost Graph Library code stores a 2 bit colour
value for visited information. This means that the Boost
code’s visited information is more likely to fit in the last
level cache. However, as the data size increases, this will not
be the case, so for larger graphs a more significant speedup
from visited information prefetching will be observed.
5.3 Generalised Prefetching
We now show how our prefetcher can be used to accelerate
other traversals on CSR graphs, as described in section 3.5.
Parallel Breadth-First Search Figure 11 shows the per-
formance of our prefetcher on a parallel implementation of
Graph500 search using OpenMP, with a separate prefetcher
per core. Each prefetcher works independently, but all are
accessing the same data structures. We attain similar speedup
to using the sequential algorithm, showing that our prefetcher
can aid both single-threaded and multithreaded applications.
In addition, the speedups scale at the same rate both with
and without prefetching, but prefetching is significantly more
beneficial than parallelising the algorithm: 4 cores with no
prefetching brings a speedup of 1.6× whereas a single core
with our graph prefetcher achieves 2.9×.
Sequential Iteration Prefetching Figure 12 shows the
performance of our extension for sequential-indirect access
patterns, along with the same stride baseline setup from sec-
tion 5.1. As this pattern is very predictable, few prefetches
are wasted: all of our simulations resulted in under 0.1%
extra memory accesses, with an average utilisation rate of
97% for prefetches in the L1 cache.
Notably, though the performance differential between stride
and our prefetcher for the web and amazon graphs is very
large, it is much smaller for the road-based graph. This re-
flects the latter’s domain: roads tend to have very localised
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Figure 13: Performance as parameters are varied.
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Figure 14: Speedup from the prefetcher with varying num-
bers of MSHRs for the L1 cache.
structure, so stride fetching for the data-dependent rank in-
dexing still works relatively well.
5.4 Impact of Parameters
We next evaluate the impact of changing the parameters
of our prefetcher, showing that there is a sweet spot in the
distance weighting factor, and that the EWMA weights and
prefetch queue size must be chosen carefully.
Distance Weighting Factor Figure 13(a) shows the per-
formance for two different graphs and benchmarks with vary-
ing values for k, the weighting factor from equation 3 in sec-
tion 3.2. Other applications follow a similar pattern. Both
benchmarks see peaks at low values of k (2 and 3 respec-
tively), although there is high performance even with large
values. This is because a) we always transition into large-
vertex mode at the same time, so only vertex-offset mode
is affected, and b) when in vertex-offset mode, even though
data is likely to be evicted before it is used, it is likely in
the L2 instead of main memory when we need it.
EWMA Weights For our weighted moving averages, we
need to strike a balance between a useful amount of history
for high performance and ease of computation in setting α.
For the latter, we need to set α to a power of two, so that
the divide operation is just a shift. Figure 13(b) shows the
performance impact for the choice of α for each. For the
former, performance is maximal at α1 = 8, and the latter at
α2 = 32.
Number of MSHRs Our baseline core cannot use more
than six MSHRs due to the size of its load/store queues.
However, as the prefetcher can issue its own loads, this no
longer becomes the case and lack of available MSHRs is a sig-
nificant constraint on the number of outstanding prefetches
that can be maintained. Figure 14 shows the performance
gained with various setups for the L1 cache, showing that
12 MSHRs achieves most of the performance gains, with a
little more available with 24, particularly for larger graphs.
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benchmarks and graphs.
Queue Size As prefetches to main memory take a long
time to complete, a large queue of addresses is beneficial to
deal with the large number of requests created. Figure 15
shows the effect of queue size for Graph 500 on the s16e10
graph and Boost BFS on amazon. Although performance
for the former improves with larger queues, more conserva-
tively sized address queues have minor performance impact.
Therefore, the storage requirements of the prefetcher could
be reduced with only minor performance degradation.
5.5 Summary
We have evaluated our prefetcher on a variety of appli-
cations and input graphs, showing that it brings average
speedups of 2.2× for breadth-first-search-based algorithms
and 2.4× for sequential iteration access patterns. For breadth-
first search applications, the prefetcher incurs only 9% ad-
ditional memory accesses and 70% of the prefetched cache
lines are read directly from the L1.
6. RELATEDWORK
There has been significant interest in prefetching in the
literature, although little work that specifically focuses on
graphs. We start with research that targets graphs and
broaden out to other types of recently-proposed prefetcher.
6.1 Graph Prefetching
Peled et al. [36] achieve a 1.1× speedup for Graph 500
search using the CSR graph format. Yu et al. [44] tar-
get breadth first search with a stride-indirect prefetcher,
prefetching visited information based on striding in the edge
list. However, performance is limited since the access pat-
tern of a breadth-first search is not a stride-indirect pattern.
Spare-register-aware prefetching [22] targets GPUs, detect-
ing load pairs, like the edge list value and associated visited
list address, giving an average 10% improvement. Prefetch-
ing has also been used for graph algorithms to move data
from SSD to main memory. PrefEdge [34] exploits the pre-
dictable access patterns of breadth-first search by calculat-
ing a lookahead function to determine the memory-mapped
addresses that will be loaded in the near future.
6.2 Explicit Hardware Prefetchers
Most current work on hardware support for application-
based data fetching involves highly specialised fetcher units.
SQRL [19] is an explicitly-configured hardware prefetching
accelerator, for collecting values for vectors, key-value struc-
tures and BTrees. However, SQRL only works for iter-
ative computations and thus sequential accesses to those
three data structures. Similarly, dark silicon accelerators for
database indexing [17, 18] look at using explicitly-addressed
fetch units for database queries, where the main CPU sleeps
on specialised database hash table load requests, which are
handled by accelerators.
Al-Sukhni et al. [2] consider prefetching linked-list-style
dynamic data structures in hardware. They use special
“Harbinger” instructions to specify the exact layout of the
structures involved. This paper only looks at sequential
traversals, which it predicts in hardware. Fuchs et al. [13]
use explicit compiler annotations to control the aggressive-
ness of the prefetch, and thus serves as an example of software-
level control of prefetchers, as is required in our scheme.
6.3 Pointer Fetchers
Several attempts at fetching linked data structures have
been made, although these do not work for graphs in CSR
format which store array indices, not pointers. Cooksey
et al. [6] fetch any plausible-looking address that is loaded
as data from a cache line. However, unless the data struc-
ture being observed is a list of pointers, all of which will
be referenced, such schemes over-fetch dramatically, causing
cache pollution and performance degradation. Other work
attempts to control this by selectively enabling the technique
through compiler configuration [2, 10], but the benefits are
still limited to arrays of pointers and linked lists.
Similarly, dependence prefetchers [38] prefetch linked data
structures by analysing code at runtime to generate prefetches
based on load pairs, and the hardware-based pointer data
prefetcher [21] provides a system to prefetch linked lists in
hardware, by storing caches of pointer locations. However,
these strategies don’t generalise to indirect array accesses,
due to them exhibiting values being added to base addresses
rather than repeated loaded pointers, or complicated condi-
tional access patterns.
6.4 Thread-Based Software Prefetchers
As well as more rigid hardware approaches, considerable
work has focused on using software-based approaches to im-
prove performance with prefetching.
Malhotra and Kozyrakis [28] utilise software prefetching
on separate threads by inserting explicit instructions into li-
braries. Kim and Yeung [16] discuss thread-based prefetch-
ing, by using “pre-execution threads” generated by the com-
piler automatically from computation thread code written
in C, using profiling information to find frequent misses.
These schemes require no extra hardware, but add ineffi-
ciency by pulling extra instructions through the memory
hierarchy, and wastes a CPU or thread, which is likely to be
power inefficient. The lack of good methods for finding cache
miss information, and the inherent complexity of inferring
which misses are caused by pollution in software also limit
the ability to respond to dynamic behaviour of the system.
Advanced architectures have been designed that contain
small programmable cores tightly coupled to larger cores to
improve load performance. Lau et al. [23] suggest having a
small, simple core very tightly coupled to a larger core, with
the smaller one running a “helper thread” to fetch data in
advance. The tight coupling allows for events to be passed
from the main processor cheaply, and the small, low power
nature of the secondary core avoids wasting as many large
resources on chip, and also makes the idea more efficient.
However, this still incurs the inefficiencies of using a general
programmable device to do the prefetching; it still has to
pull lots of instructions through an expensive memory sys-
tem. Similarly, Evolve [9] includes a section on using small
cores in a many core architecture to do custom caching and
prefetching for JPEG encoding.
7. CONCLUSION
Common graph workloads tend to be heavily inefficient
due to low performance of the memory system. Traditional
hardware prefetchers don’t deal well with the accesses re-
quired, due to their irregularity, and software prefetching
also works poorly, due to its inherent inefficiency and inabil-
ity to react dynamically. However, since such workloads
tend to follow a very small amount of different patterns
through the data, we propose using a hardware solution with
explicit configuration of the data structure and search pat-
tern to improve throughput and thus performance. We have
designed an explicitly controlled prefetcher for breadth first
searches and sequential accesses on compressed sparse row
graphs, based on snooping reads of a search queue, achieving
average speedups of 2.3×, and up to 3.3×, across a range of
applications and graph sizes.
The general design paradigm of such a prefetcher is likely
to apply to many other workloads: any regular search pat-
tern with the property that we can easily look ahead in the
computation, and many different data structures should be
amenable to this kind of prefetching. Future work should
focus on exploiting other workloads that can be specified to
such prefetchers.
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